S300-DIN-I32016 Hardware Installation

This Manual

Tools Needed

Small, Straight-blade Screwdriver For Securing Wires In The Terminal Blocks.

MOUNTING The Module (RDR8S Or I32016) Can Be Mounted On A Flat Surface, DIN Rail, Or In A Johnson Controls' Approved Enclosure, Such As The S300-DIN-L. For Information On Mounting The Module In An Enclosure, Refer To The Manual Feb 9th, 2022.


G94 - LF2 / 1.0566 ≤ DN50 Part Group EG / PG 1 Body A352-LCC / 1.6220, DIN EN ... EN 10204 * = A 350 - LF2 / 1.0566 ≤ DN50 Part Group EG / PG 1 Body A352-LCC / 1.6220, DIN EN 10213; Stellite 21 Or 3.1 1 2 Disc AISI 316 Ti / 1.4571, DIN EN 10272; Stellite 6 Or 3.1 2 3 Bellows Hastelloy C276 / 2.4819 3.1 3 3.1 Bellows Ring Hastelloy C276 / 2.4819 3.1 2 4 Bonnet A 352 - LF2 / LCC / 1.6220, DIN Jan 23th, 2022.
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